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Imagine all of the companies that have your 
credit card info stored…



Imagine all of devices/browsers/apps where 
your email password might be remembered …



Cybersecurity can devolve into an 
overwhelming mess of questions…

Is online banking safe?

What should I do if my phone is stolen?

Is using a password manager better than using one strong password everywhere?

What is a VPN?

If I unfriend someone on Facebook, what can they still see?

Is 2-factor worth the inconvenience?

What does incognito browsing hide?

Is facial recognition really going to let my boss find 
all my embarrassing photos on the internet? (asking for a friend) 



And the advice we get is often too specific 
and jargon-y:

It’s simple! All you need to do is  
connect through TOR to a VPN 
using SSL on a WLAN …. something 
something … blockchain.



Or too inconvenient:

Never write when you can talk.
Never talk when you can nod. And 
never put anything in an e-mail.  



Or not appropriate for everyone:

3. The way you handle your passwords is 
probably wrong and bad.
…
Mr. Larson recommends password managers, which help 
store many passwords, with one master password. He 
said he uses LastPass but knows plenty of people who 
use 1Password and KeePass, and he doesnâ€™t have a 
strong reason to recommend one over another.
Not every security expert trusts password managers. 
Some noted that LastPass itself was hacked last year.
So that means you may want to write them down in one 
secure location, perhaps a Post-it note at home. It seems 
more far-fetched that a hacker would bother to break into 
your home for a Post-it note than find a way into your 
computer.

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/06/technology/personaltech/after-you-strengthen-your-passwords-heres-how-to-store-them.html
https://www.lastpass.com/
https://1password.com/
http://keepass.info/
http://gizmodo.com/am-i-an-idiot-for-still-using-a-password-manager-1711673486


But instead of drowning in paralyzing specifics or 

gross generalizations, we can bring order to our 

digital universe. 



Step 1: make a list of your critical devices, 
accounts, passwords, etc. 

gmail

amazon
iphone

laptop

RSA key passcode

password

fingerprint

facebook

netflix



Now put a * next to the items you had when you were 20.  

How much has your list grown over recent years?  



Step 2: use arrows to express access relationships



Directed paths represent extensions of access



Combinations of arrows can represent 2-factor security



Things that create dependencies:

• Account settings

• Password reset mechanisms

• Browser remembered passwords

• Apps logged in on smart phone

• Text messages viewable on locked phone

• Text messages viewable on smart watch

…



Make a list of all the sources of dependencies 
that you can think of.  



Now we can map out our digital universe 



Make a sample map inspired by your lists of 
objects and potential dependencies. 



The legitimate access we have to our devices and 
passwords etc. is our entryway to this universe



What does your digital universe 
look like to others? 



Threat-
modeling

Core principles:

• What does the attacker want?

• What resources does he/she have?

• What access does he/she have? 





The thief

wants money, credit cards, etc.

may take or find physical devices

may observe a passcode/password 
entry 



The con artist

Wants money, contact list, 
account control, email contents

No physical access
Can attack passwords, leverage 
prior data breaches, use phishing 
attacks, malware

Lots of resources available due to 
potential profit



The stalker

wants personal data, to establish 
access/surveillance, to disrupt 
other contacts/relationships

might have some physical access 
to devices

willing to spend time and effort

level of technical sophistication 
could be high



The insider

may want to control, manipulate, 
surveil, steal, etc. 

direct physical access – e.g. other 
user on shared device(s)

extensive knowledge of personal 
data, habits

many observation opportunities



Whatever you do – don’t 
visualize the attacker like this!

• Why do stock photos for cybersecurity always look 
like this???

• Who the f@ck wears a hood up while inside?

• This is not a functioning person. 



Let’s imagine a 
specific attacker.

I imagine an attacker named Jamie who is a stalker/bully.

Her goal is to get embarrassing personal data to 
humiliate me in front of my friends. 

She is nothing exactly like the girl who bullied me in middle school. 



Writing exercise

Imagine an attacker. 

What do they want?

What opportunities do they have?

What resources/knowledge do they have?



For each thing in our digital universe, set a difficulty 
score for your attacker to directly acquire it

iphone

Laptop

passcode

password

Facebook
account

1 = easy  -->  10 = very hard

3

2

8

1

10



Now follow the chain of consequences 
in your digital universe for an attack at
a particular difficulty level … 



We can simulate an attack and follow its consequences:

10 8

21

35

10
Suppose attack 
strength = 2



We can simulate an attack and follow its consequences:

10 8

21

35

10

2



So what if we simulate attacks on our current 
digital universe, and we don’t like what we find? 



Mitigation strategy: remove dependencies

Becomes

if you don’t leave your amazon account
logged in on your laptop. 



Mitigation strategy: make dependencies 
higher difficulty 

Becomes



Mitigation strategy: focus on most critical 
resources and minimize paths into them

E.g. If you use gmail as your main password reset account 
for critical things like online banking, then: 

• Don’t use gmail password for anything else
• Put two-factor protection on gmail
• Think carefully about where gmail password is stored/kept logged in

Key point: the map view allows us to generate specific recommendations, 
but is itself an adaptable and dynamic concept, unlike the lists of recommendations alone. 



Mitigation strategy: Work to increase a 
difficulty score

iphone

1

Stop putting your iphone
In your back pocket 

3



So let’s revisit some common questions:

Should I use a password manager?

A more central point of failure that is higher difficulty
to attack directly might be better overall. 



Is the inconvenience of 2-factor authentication worth it? 



Is the inconvenience of 2-factor authentication worth it? 



Let’s practice what we’ve learned:
Now you be the attacker!


